Charnley Fold Enhanced Day Care (EDC) Gardens – One Year Assessment Report - May 2009
by Dr. Garuth Chalfont PhD ASLA
My overall impression is that the outdoor environment is being used more and more to its advantage. A
transformation has occurred over this first year in which staff have taken on board the potential, are expanding
the variety of engagement between service users and the garden, and the service is showing signs of real
breakthrough in terms of connection to nature and the benefits this can bring to people with dementia. This
document will at a glance highlight the various ways this is happening, from the organization and content of
sessions, to the changes in the gardens and the transformation to the service through positive attitude and
initiative, as well as upcoming plans and a summary of lessons learned with numerous illustrations.
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1. Seven Meaningful Spaces
The Concept - Initially experimental but theoretically grounded, this concept has proved useful in providing a
range of different types of places which are attractive to the interests and abilities of different service users
(SUs). Spaces are taking on more personality over time. For instance, an art/craft project is making clay signs
for each of the areas in order to ‘name’ the space. These plaques (Fig. 1) provide visual cues for recognition
by SUs. The plaques will also enable staff to more readily identity them and to see them as discrete and
purposeful areas where ongoing development is possible. An exercise during the Charnley Sessions enabled
staff to brainstorm about the uses of each individual area. A matrix was created which overlaid a range of
topics and the four seasons onto each space. Topics included dance, music, song, art, occupation, sports,
games, movie, food, religion and technology. From the starting point of what does the space mean? flowed
many ideas over the next few months about how the space could potentially be used. A sampling of results
from the exercise included:
The Yard - conkers, marbles and ‘One potato, two potato’
The Pocket Park - brass band, pavement painting, dog walking, treacle toffee, parkin, hot dogs and chestnuts
The Courtyard - tai chi, tubular bells and pebble painting
The Back Garden - new potatoes, chives, tomato chutney, piccalilli, ‘My old man’s a dustbin’ and ‘Hanging
out the washing on the Siegfried Line’
The Stroll - kicking leaves, line dancing and ‘Tip toe through the tulips’
The Nook - ‘All things bright and beautiful’, pressed wildflowers, leaf painting, ‘Singing in the rain’,
chimenea (outdoor heater), garden darts, meditation, herbs in olive oil and figs in syrup
The Countryside - Easter egg rolling, pine cone decorations, harvesting/sticking & layering hedges,
cricket/rounders, hide and seek, elderflower champagne, harvest loaf, blackberry and apple pies, and a rich
array of grammar and language, including Robert Frost’s ‘Stopping by the woods on a snowy evening’, ‘The
Cow’ by Robert Louis Stevenson, ‘The Scarecrow’ by Walter De La Mare and ‘Nettles’ by Vernon Scannell.
Through this exercise staff explored the Seven Spaces by understanding them as archetypes. This jumpstarted
their ideas for engaging people in the outdoors through local cultural traditions that people remember. Also,
the exercise prompted ideas for objects, tools and decorations that reinforce the meaning of space, as well as
ideas for developing the spaces further, to satisfy the needs of an expanding and complex group of SUs.
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The Plants - Some plants have thrived (Fig. 2) and some struggled or died (unfortunate but not uncommon in
a new planting). Some plants have done very well and can now be shifted or divided (this fall) and empty
spaces provide opportunities for new plants. Many plants are being grown on-site from seeds or cuttings and
are intended for sale or planting (Fig. 3). Propagation is driven by staff interest and initiative, but involves
SUs through gardening activities as well. Peter likes repotting, even if he just sticks his finger in the soil.
The Furniture and Fountains - The furniture is holding up fine and being checked on regularly by the maker,
John Capstick. The fountains work beautifully (Fig. 4) when they are turned on and have brought much
enjoyment, but they are not yet problem-free. I have cleaned and checked both, ready for the season. The
upright stone has an electrical short which the electrician is coming back to solve. It functions properly but
turns itself off. The flowform is water tight in the underground fittings but loses water slowly between the
cascading pools, either from dribbling up under the cascade or from evaporation. John is solving this by
mortaring it this week, so we should anticipate many years of trouble free use. Both fountains, because they
are not hooked up to the water line with an automatic top-up valve (my fault for not knowing what to specify),
will gradually lose water through evaporation when running. The good news is that since the water taps have
gone in, topping up is much easier and SUs can be involved by taking charge of such things. Watering the
plants and topping up the fountains can be a regular garden task, easily managed and enjoyed (Fig. 5).
The Uses – A key strategy in using the outdoors is to have tasks that are in process, to have tools readily
available, and to have options for people to do. There are now a range of actions or tasks that a person can
involve themselves with – some for a few seconds and some for a sustained amount of time. A good example
of this is sweeping up. Men are particularly interested in this task (Fig. 6). A SU who is agitated and worried
can be involved with sweeping either for a few seconds or for minutes at a time, but having brushes out of the
shed and close to hand makes sweeping up more possible. Watering is another activity that can be calming
and distracting. Both of these activities can be a source of pride and pleasure, giving a person something they
can take charge of, have command over and can deliver a good result. Outdoor activities such as sweeping
and watering are tasks of caring that a person can perform for the garden. How rare it is that a person with
dementia has a chance to give care as opposed to receiving it. And yet how common it is that by giving of
ourselves to others we receive what we need for ourselves. The garden and nature uniquely afford this.
The more ‘stuff’ in the garden the better. There are also many things to comment on, either the item
itself (whether a plant, animal or object) or the watching of people doing something. One important shift I
have noticed is the adoption of an ‘us’ approach to activities outdoors. A task such as clearing out the shed
can be accomplished with a group of people being involved in various ways - at the same time the job gets
done (Fig. 7). So there is not this strong difference between tasks that staff need to accomplish, and taking
care of the needs of SUs. In the gardens, this is a logical evolution because caring for the garden and doing
what needs to be done are both necessary for the good of the service and necessary for SUs to be a part of.
Sorting out, fixing, developing and caring for the garden and the plants and animals in it are essential from the
wellbeing of the garden. Crucially, I have found that to be part of a collective effort contributes to the
wellbeing of people with dementia because it enables that person to belong, to feel vital and necessary, and to
gain satisfaction that together we have ‘done’ something useful. Who doesn’t need that? It is a unique quality
of a garden that beckons with need and rewards with bounty and satisfaction.
2. Service overview one year on - The service has grown over the year to the point where a total of 35 SUs
currently attend over four days (M, Tue, Thu & Fr). There are 16 men and 19 women. Each SU attends from
one to three days a week over a 12 week session. This allows time to assess how well people are doing, what
their needs are and whether or not the service is meeting them. Goals are also set and reviewed to assess
whether or not they are being met, how much longer the service can meet their needs and so on. A Memory
Clinic is being held on Wednesdays on the NHS side, and people attend for six weeks at a time. There is the
hope that people would also attend EDC on that day, bringing the service provision up to five days a week.
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SUs are assessed on their Individual Recording Sheet in terms of willingness to join the group,
memory, interaction, concentration, mood, arousal, ill/well being and enjoyment. There are up to six sessions
that meet on any given day. These include Exercise/Music, Flower, Nature, Sensory, Ladies, Men’s, Games,
Pampering, Holidays, Choir & Band, Life Story Work, Sensory baking, Reality orientation, Reminiscence and
Current Affairs. Two are specifically related to the garden and outdoors, but all have some involvement with
the outdoor environment. Effort is made to get everybody outside at least once a day, year round.
People are also assigned to groups. The Breakfast Club/Nature Group have been involved over the
last 12 week period with activities involving a scrapbook, a wormery, bees, butterflies & ladybirds, habitats,
photography, spotting wildlife (Fig. 8) and checking the nature board. The wormery project involved digging
for worms and provided the excitement of the hunt with exercise as a beneficial side effect (Fig. 9). The
Garden Diary Group can be seen strolling around the garden, feeding the birds, printing off pictures of British
birds to see how many they can identify (Fig. 10), preparing bird food with lard and seeds, shaping this into
fat balls, filling pine cones with it and hanging them in the garden, weeding the wigwam area (Fig. 11),
visiting a local garden area for terracotta pots, looking around the garden for ideas for designs to paint on pots,
experimenting with design ideas on paper, making paper stencils from their designs, painting, finishing and
filling the pots with plants (Fig. 12) and visiting Worden Park. The Garden Diary Group also made table
decorations and a collage from found objects in the garden, made popcorn strings, checked the rain gauge and
wrote a weather report. The Mens Group could be seen walking around the garden and the café, feeding the
fish inside and the birds in the garden, listening to a music DVD, making a collage of Elvis, playing games,
making Rice Crispies cakes, painting, taking a long walk or a trip out in the minibus.
Although the property receives regular mowing under NHS contract, there are tasks in the gardens that
require steady maintenance. Tasks such as weeding, watering and deadheading the beds as well as growing
plants in the greenhouse are worked into the weekly plans of the Gardening Group. Recently the group has
been involved in seedlings & re-potting, pruning, sweeping, weeding, watering, planting, tidying, cleaning
bird tables, cleaning and refilling the bird bath, feeding the birds, making and setting out garden labels, caring
for the vegetable patch, the herb patch and the potatoes, mowing the grass and working in the greenhouse.
There are evidently a number of tasks that need doing in the gardens that each group takes on. A typical
session for the Gardening Group on a Monday afternoon might involve strolling around the garden,
identifying tasks that need to be done, feeding the birds, watering plants in the greenhouse and outdoor pots,
transplanting seedlings to larger pots and trimming back dead wood on lavender plants.
The Gardening Group has also been involved with caring for the chickens, a recent addition to the
Charnley Gardens and a new way of life. The four chickens live in an octagonal wooden aviary-type chicken
coop (Fig. 13) with bedding boxes on an upper floor reached by a ladder/gangway from the ground. Hard
surfaces were needed under the chicken coop because walking on wet grass in the rain is unpleasant. So it
stands on the tarmac with a layer of wood shavings on the floor, enclosed on all sides with wire mesh. A door
opposite the bedding boxes is large enough for a person to step through when caring for them. This door is
opened to allow the chickens to range about the garden for a period each day. When someone comes and
shakes the grain bag or tin, this is the cue for the chickens to follow the person back into the aviary for dinner,
where they will stay overnight, safe from the foxes. They need a daily feeding and fresh water. Staff take
turns coming in to tend to them on weekends. The bedding boxes are cleaned every two days. Within a couple
of weeks of arriving at Charnley Fold the chickens started laying eggs. I was thrilled to be presented with a
delicious omelette made from Charnley chicken eggs, proudly cooked for me by a service user!
3. Staff role – Early on the garden was something that you either did or didn’t do. Two staff members ‘did’
the garden, the rest left it to them to do. This derives from the British love of gardening and the sense of being
either a ‘keen’ gardener, or of standing back and letting others get on with it. Staff have now broken through
that dichotomy and each staff person has some interest in something related to the outdoors, and they didn’t
have to become a ‘gardener’ to achieve it. Importantly, this is what people with dementia need – permission to
‘give it a go’ without the pressure of doing it perfectly, even correctly. Bulbs planted upside down may still
come up, and if not they become soil again, to grow into something else. Nature is ultimately forgiving.
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Another development is the desire of staff to rise to the challenge presented within the SU group. A person
with dementia often will have needs that challenge the ability of staff to meet the needs of others in the
service. The true evidence of teamwork is in watching solutions arise out of difficulty. This is happening now,
in their attitude, inventiveness, and implementation of true person-centred care.
4. Changes over the year – The chicken arrival as mentioned above was long-awaited and well-planned out.
The day was an event in itself, with lots to watch and learn as the man brought and erected the coop,
introduced the chickens to their new home and taught people how to handle and care for them. I was
somewhat hesitant about the location of the chicken coop in the Pocket Park as it seemed to go against the
design concept. After all, shouldn’t chickens be in the back yard? But after talking it over with staff and SUs
it became obvious it was the right location. The structure is much more like an aviary than a chicken coop and
it is right at home in the Park as many English formal gardens have exotic birds in them. I was warming to the
idea of having it there when a potential SU visited for the first time with her social worker. This lady walked
into the café and was immediately taken by the sight, pointing and talking about the chickens - she was
thrilled! So now I am totally convinced it is in the right place. The new chickens are a constant source of
discussion, curiosity and pleasure. Their location in the Pocket Park means they are safe from foxes and cats,
out of the wind, and in direct view of the café and the windows along the corridor of the link bridge.
An effort to have the SUs name the chickens is underway, including a cover story in the newsletter.
Naming is an important act, whether it is chickens or making the plaques for the garden spaces. Names make
something more accessible to a person mentally, especially if they have played a part in the process of
naming, either by suggesting a name or voting for it. Names give personality and remove anonymity.
One interior room that looks onto the Back Garden was designated the Garden Room and is used for
gardening activities during the winter months such as planting up tubs and baskets. Ultimately a set of French
doors would be ideal in this room. A plastic tool store was bought and contains hand tools and other
equipment and has been placed between one of the larger wooden sheds and the tap by a back door. Fruit trees
have been planted on the lawn outside the conservatory and a lavatera bush has been planted in the
Countryside to attract bees. Furniture has been shifted around the gardens to better facilitate people using it.
Some wooden chairs go into the Garden Room over the winter which makes the space feel very authentic.
5. Garden Plans – Plans to expand the service further through better provision of outdoor amenities involve a
gym/summer house to be erected in the garden, attaching a shade awning over the windows of the Garden
Room to cover the seating area, erecting a poly tunnel for raising seedlings for use and sale (as the greenhouse
is planted to overflowing!), building a bog garden to encourage wildlife, building large wooden compost bins
to supplement the square plastic one, installing picnic benches on the lawn outside the conservatory, a boules
pitch, more raised beds, a fiddle board… something they can see in winter and a musical instrument.
6. Training Plans – Following on from this assessment exercise, I am planning to continue with the Charnley
Sessions to provide further teaching and training for staff. The idea of conducting a piece of research on
specific benefits is still of interest. A study would support the work of the EDC by analyzing and documenting
the exact nature of the benefits that the garden spaces bring to SUs. As well it would promote academically
the high quality of dementia care being provided. Further tasks include comprising a total plant list with
pictures to be used as a teaching and memory tool and designing further plantings in the available spaces.
7. Suggestions for the next Charnley Fold – Fewer rooms but bigger ones, a couple of quiet rooms, sinks
and kettles in each activity room, a kitchen area well-connected to the dining area so SUs can get into it and
use it, nowhere that you can see cars and an overhead shelter outside (such as a porch or a covered walkway).
8. Summary – The summary is a number of key points that were observed making the gardens and their use a
success, with accompanying quotes. Pictures illustrating the report are included after this summary.
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SUMMARY of Key Points Contributing to the Success of the Gardens
Structure with flexibility - Start with some structure and let it grow as staff and SUs interact with the
garden. Use of unstructured as well as structured sessions. We don’t need a structured plan…come
out and see what needs doing…there’s always something to do. You need quiet and you need
busyness. They can sit or do if they want, it doesn’t matter. Little jobs are getting done – they
become the activity, like organising the shed (Fig. 7) which several people may be involved with
either actively or passively. Do things with the SU,… unplanned, take them along.
Allow for spontaneity and overlapping of abilities and roles. One digs a hole and they all muck in
a bit. It’s surprising how they take to it – ‘I’ll give it a go’. Spontaneity is a tool for engagement –
the activity can be done to suit. People who don’t like gardening like to just have a walk around, do
two or three things in the gardening group, just join in…don’t realize they’re gardening. Cater to
different tastes. SUs are given a choice – gardening, games or craft….they can do whatever they
want – independence is promoted.
Garden is mood altering – A person can walk off a temper…sit down, look around…temper’s gone.
Sweeping up can also be therapeutic. He’s not brushed in months and he’s back into it…second
time in two days.
SUs have some outside time every day, in part because staff have expanded their repertoire of
reasons and invitations to go outside. To begin with the doors are always open – They have the
freedom to come out, they’re not stuck inside. The garden has many walking routes through and
around it which are being used. There’s a purpose to walking outside but it’s their purpose.
Plants with a sensory quality such as lamb’s ear are the thin end of the wedge – If they touch that
and enjoy it, then I can introduce them to other plants.
Produce is an essential part of the plan. Staff are growing plants to sell or fruit to jar and sell.
Chickens are a magnet, an instant draw - Chickens bring them out…to sit and look at
something…some continually walk but will stop there and look at the chickens. Everybody can see
them from wherever….using benches to sit and watch them…eye-catching…talking point. Chickens
require daily attention…so people look at the garden as well, it gets them out.
Gardening is a win-win situation. Nature is forgiving… no rules, even upside down bulbs will often
grow. The person planting them is not scared of getting her hands dirty…she’s really settled…had
a temper…but (the daffodils) don’t have to be in a row.
Memory is reinforced through growing and through steadily visiting the garden over time.
Each group does something about the garden or in the garden. It’s very unusual not to see someone
in the garden. Even people who watch from the lounge window have been seeing a bird pulling a
piece of string from the fence or a fat robin.
The Family’s impression of what a person likes is often uninformed. A person is showing interest in
new things because of opportunity…family thought she wouldn’t…’she won’t do that at home!’
Staff attitude has shifted, interest has grown and developed. Very good at getting together and
making changes as they go along…constantly discussing things…self-managing.
Promoting of year round garden activities through planting up of troughs, window boxes and
hanging baskets inside, ready to take back outside.
Staff are good at persuading people to join in, person-centred care, having time to spend, good ratio,
freedom of spaces – so many different rooms or areas. More of the outdoors is used… I’m seeing it
coming together. The garden doubles the size of the service. Very unusual not to see someone in the
garden. Hardly anyone takes a nap here.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1. Naming with handmade clay signs identifies and personalises the seven areas while providing visual
cues to the use and meaning of archetypal garden places. All levels of ability contribute to the making.

Fig. 2. Plants are thriving as they enter their first full season of spring growth

Fig. 3. Propagation in the greenhouse through seeds and cuttings has prompted the need for a poly-tunnel
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Fig. 4. The flowform is working beautifully with its alternating, side-to-side flow effect.

Fig. 5. Watering, topping up the flowform and cleaning it achieves routine maintenance and provides activity

Fig. 6. Sweeping up can provide moments of distraction and exercise while attending to a necessary task

Fig. 7. Clearing out and organizing the sheds is a joint effort – a necessary task and an interesting activity

Fig. 8. Wildlife is coming home to the garden and finding it a conducive blend of habitat and sanctuary. Here
is a brown frog nestled into a fresh spring patch of lemon balm and a thrush on her eggs atop an archway.
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Fig. 9. Making a wormery brought out the ‘hunter/gatherer’ instinct in the Nature Group who dug for worms.

Fig. 10. British Birds poster by the
Diary Group and the original artwork it
inspired. Both are hung on the Nature
Board by the door leading into the Yard.
The board is checked and updated at
each Group session.

Fig. 11. Planting climbers in the Wigwam bed, which is visible from an indoor activity room. The bed was
designed and planted to draw the eye down to ground level and away from the cars in the parking lot.

Fig. 12. Planters are filled and painted as an indoors activity during the winter months or inclement weather.
The baskets are easily brought inside for planting on a table (the pictures show them in October and April).
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Fig. 13. Chickens: Aviary in the Pocket Park in front of the café windows, the stairs up to bed, headliners in
the Charnley Fold Gazette seeking names for the four, scratching in the mulch to hunt for worms (ensuring
there is something to sweep up), discussing the situation, Henrietta strutting and eggs gathered in week two.

Fig. 14. Socialising after activities with a cup of tea and biscuits is essential for reflection and commentary.
Seating in close proximity to things that are happening facilitates casual conversation and strengthens ties.
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